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Abstract 

This research delves into Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's overlooked contributions to labour reforms, elucidating his 

multifaceted approach towards empowering the labour workforce in India. This study examines his vision 

for a just and equitable labour system through a comprehensive analysis of the historical context and Dr. 

Ambedkar's writings, speeches, and legislative initiatives. Employing a combination of qualitative and 

historical research methods, including literature review, document analysis, qualitative interviews, and 

comparative analysis, the research contextualizes Dr. Ambedkar's labour reform proposals within the 

socioeconomic conditions of his time. Furthermore, it critically evaluates his ideas' strengths, limitations, 

and potential impact in the contemporary global context, emphasizing their relevance for addressing 

persistent issues of exploitation and inequality in labour relations. By adopting an interdisciplinary 

approach and organizing the findings thematically, this study sheds light on the enduring significance of 

Dr. Ambedkar's insights in shaping inclusive and equitable workforce policies. The research paper findings 

offer important insights for policymakers, scholars, and advocates seeking to promote social reform and 

labour rights, highlighting actionable recommendations for integrating Dr. Ambedkar's principles into 

contemporary efforts to advance equality, social justice, and economic empowerment for marginalized 

communities. 
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Introduction 

India, with the world's largest population and the second-largest workforce among all countries, plays a 

crucial role in its economic development, with a substantial portion of its GDP accounting for the influence 

of the labour force. Labour depends on agriculture, with much of the workforce engaged in the un 

organised informal sector and less dependent on the organised formal economy sector. The architect of the 

Indian Constitution, which is world-renowned, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, a visionary architect of India's labour 

law reforms, has left a permanent mark on shaping the framework for the country's workforce and 

economy. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar emphasized the importance of fighting against both capitalism and 

Brahminism. He believed that Brahminism reinforced capitalism and that unless Brahminism were 

eradicated, there would be no hope of defeating capitalism.Dr.B. R Ambedkar during his tenure as the 
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Labour Member of the Viceroy Executive Council from 20 July, 1942, to June 1946, significant strides 

were made in labour legislation and welfare in India. This period saw amendments to the Factories Act to 

ensure holidays with pay and shorter working hours and improvements in benefits and facilities under the 

Indian Mines Act and for the Maternity Benefit Act. Dr. Ambedkar's contributions also included 

establishing statutory welfare funds and advancements in social insurance. His efforts led to the formation 

of tripartite bodies like the Indian Labour Conference and the Standing Labour Committee, which played 

a crucial role in shaping government labour policies through advisory recommendations and fostering 

understanding between labour and employers. Dr. B. R Ambedkar prescribed for the welfare of labour and 

their security and the Indian Mines (Amendment) Ordinance, 1945, empowered the Central Government 

to make rules requiring the mine owners to construct and maintain creches for the use of their children 

where women were ordinarily employed. The Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923, and the Maternity 

Benefit Acts were the only measures for social security when Dr. Ambedkar assumed charge of the Labour 

Department. He demanded holidays with pay and reduced working hours, and the bill was passed by the 

ILO in 1945. The Indian Trade Unions (Amendment) Bill providing for compulsory recognition of trade 

unions was moved to the Legislative Assembly by Labour Member Dr. B.R. Ambedkar so that the labour 

representative could address the issues. Minimum wages and social insurance legislation had been done 

for him. 

The post-colonial swing from industrialization to globalization and neoliberalism has transformed the 

scenario. Workers in the agricultural sector are now shifting to factory and industry work, leading to rural-

to-urban migration for employment, basic survival, and a better livelihood. The collaboration between 

colonists and the Indian capitalist class resulted in the establishment of factories, marking the beginning 

of profit-driven endeavours that exploited labourers due to their lack of education and awareness regarding 

their rights. The absence of government regulations or protective measures allowed owners to exploit them 

easily. Dr. Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar, acknowledged as father of the Indian constitution, played a pivotal 

role in India's labour law reforms. Indian labour laws have evolved as a constitutional framework to bring 

equality, liberty, and welfare to the labour force. The Indian Constitution safeguards labour through 

fundamental rights and the Directive Principles of State Policy (DPSP). Labour matters fall under the 

'Concurrent' List, allowing state and central governments to legislate on labour-related issues. His 

significant contributions to labour legislation and the improvement of Indian labour conditions on his time 

on the Viceroy's Executive Council and subsequent roles of the labour minister and Law Minister, Dr. 

Ambedkar's role in this domain often receives minimal attention in academic discussions. 

Dr. Ambedkar's role in framing the democratic framework of post-independent India is widely 

acknowledged. His profound contributions to labour reforms often reside in the shadows of his larger-

than-life legacy. This research seeks to unveil and elucidate Dr. Ambedkar's visionary perspectives on 

labour reform, emphasizing his profound implications for the liberation and welfare of the workforce. In 

the fabric of India's socio-political tapestry, Dr. Ambedkar's advocacy extended far beyond the contours 

of caste-based discrimination. His multifaceted approach encompassed a deep concern for the plight of 

the labouring masses, especially those relegated to the fringes of society due to caste, class, or economic 

disenfranchisement. Amidst the fervour of India's independence movement and the debates shaping the 

nation's destiny, Dr. Ambedkar envisioned a labour system that transcended mere economic remuneration. 

This system guaranteed dignity, empowerment, and holistic welfare for every worker. This research 

embarks on an exploration of Dr. Ambedkar's nuanced and often overlooked insights into labour reforms. 

It navigates through his writings, speeches, and legislative endeavours, aiming to dissect the core 
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principles of his proposals for a just and equitable labour framework. Contextualizing his ideas within the 

socio-economic milieu of his time, this study seeks to unearth the challenges labourers face, particularly 

those from marginalized backgrounds, and the visionary solutions Dr. Ambedkar proposed to redress their 

grievances. In the evolving landscape of global labour dynamics, this research endeavours to assess the 

contemporary relevance of Dr. Ambedkar's labour reform principles. It scrutinizes the persisting issues of 

exploitation, inequality, and marginalization within the modern workforce, aiming to draw parallels and 

glean insights from Dr. Ambedkar's enduring wisdom. This study seeks to delineate pathways for 

integrating his principles into contemporary labour policies by juxtaposing historical perspectives with 

present-day realities, fostering a more inclusive and just workforce framework. Through this 

comprehensive examination, this research endeavours to shed light on the profound legacy of Dr. B.R. 

Ambedkar in the thoughts of labour reforms, underscoring the enduring relevance of his ideas in shaping 

a more equitable and empowered workforce not just in India but across the global landscape. 

 

The Origins of Slavery and Labours/Workers  

The origins of labour, worker conditions, and slavery have deep historical roots that vary across regions 

and India. Understanding this historical background involves examining the evolution of labour practices, 

the emergence of organized work, and the complex socio-economic structures that contributed to shaping 

the workforce. In ancient civilizations like Mesopotamia, Egypt, and China, organized labour was often 

associated with agricultural practices, where peasants worked the land under the authority of rulers or 

landowners. Slavery was prevalent in various forms, and enslaved people were used for tasks ranging from 

agricultural work to construction and household chores. In ancient Greece and Rome, slavery was a 

fundamental part of the social and economic structure. Enslaved people were utilized in agriculture and 

mining and as domestic servants. Free labour also existed, with craftsmen, artisans, and workers engaged 

in various occupations. Medieval Feudalism. Feudalism dominated medieval Europe, where serfs worked 

on land owned by landlords in exchange for protection. This system tied the labour force to the land. The 

Age of Exploration and subsequent colonization saw the brutal expansion of the modern slave trade, as 

bounded labour bringing millions of Africans to the Americas to work on plantations. In the Indian context, 

the varna and caste system were crucial in defining occupations and labour roles. Each varna and caste 

system practices specific works and responsibilities. During the British colonial period, they significantly 

impacted India's labour scenery. The British introduced new economic policies, including the cultivation 

of cash crops, leading to changes in agricultural practices. The exploitation of Indian labour, both skilled 

and unskilled, became distinct during this period. Forced labour was also prevalent in specific industries. 

After gaining independence, India underwent significant economic and industrial changes. The 

government played a role in shaping labour laws to protect workers' rights. This period marked the 

formalization of labour unions and establishing regulatory frameworks to improve working conditions. In 

the era of globalization, India experienced shifts in its labour landscape. Urbanization, technological 

advancements, and changes in the global economy influenced the nature of work. Issues of informal 

labour, exploitation, and the need for labour reforms remain part of contemporary discussions. 

Understanding the historical background of labour, workers, and slavery provides insights into the 

complex and interconnected factors that have shaped the workforce globally and in India. The legacy of 

these historical dynamics continues to influence contemporary labour practices and policies 
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Workforce Participations and Disparities  

Workforce participation and disparities in India are deeply intertwined with the country's diverse socio- 

economic landscape. The sizeable population influences workforce participation, varying economic 

conditions, and regional disparities. India is significantly facing progress in increasing quality workforce 

participation, but significant gender gaps persist. Women often face cultural and societal barriers, limiting 

their access to education and job opportunities. Regional and rural-urban disparities exist, with rural areas 

experiencing challenges related to inadequate infrastructure and limited access to quality education and 

employment opportunities. Educational disparities, especially regarding skill development, further 

contribute to workforce inequalities. Discrimination based on caste and ethnicity remains a concern, 

affecting certain groups' ability to participate fully in the labour market. Government initiatives focusing 

on skill development, education, and women's empowerment aim to address these disparities, but systemic 

challenges continue to pose obstacles. The ongoing transformation of the Indian economy, influenced by 

technological advancements and globalization, adds another layer of complexity to workforce dynamics. 

Inclusive growth and sustained efforts are needed to bridge these disparities, ensuring equal opportunities 

and participation for all population segments. 

 

Liberation for Labour and Dr.B.R. Ambedkar  

The liberation of labour with the Dr B.R. Ambedkar's vision represents a profound commitment to social 

justice and economic empowerment. Dr B.R. Ambedkar is popular  of the Indian Constitution and a tireless 

sacrifices  for the marginalized, recognized the essential link between labour liberation and the broader 

goal of emancipating society from discrimination and inequality. His vision incorporated the legal and 

economic aspects of labour and sought to dismantle deep-rooted social hierarchies. Ambedkar emphasized 

the need for comprehensive labour reforms that would uplift the downtrodden, particularly the Dalits and 

other marginalized communities. His idea went beyond the workplace, aiming for the overall 

empowerment of individuals by ensuring equal opportunities, fair wages, and dignified working 

conditions. Ambedkar's imminent labour is not mere economic participation but a means to achieve social 

dignity and break the chains of historical oppression. Dr.B.R. Ambedkar's legacy inspires efforts towards 

inclusive labour policies, resounding the demand for the liberation of labour in its sense, as envisioned by 

one of India's foremost social reformers. 

 

Indian Structure and Labour Reforms 

The Indian Constitution, precisely manufactured under the leadership of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, stands for a 

cornerstone to the state's commitment to justice, equality, and fundamental rights. Within this 

constitutional framework lies a healthy foundation for labour laws reflecting Ambedkar's social and 

economic equity vision. In its directive principles, the Constitution underscores the state's responsibility 

to secure just and humane work conditions and ensure a decent standard of life for all citizens. 

Constitutional, fundamental rights protected in the Constitution, precise as the right to equality, freedom 

of occupation, and protection against exploitation, provide the bedrock for labour-related legislation. Dr 

Ambedkar's influence on labour laws is particularly evident in providing protective measures for workers, 

addressing issues like fair wages, and working hours, and prohibiting child labour. The Constitution 

empowers the state to legislate on industrial disputes, ensuring collective bargaining and the right to form 

unions. The constitutional commitment to social justice, as envisaged by Ambedkar, is reflected in 

favourable action policies, such as reservations for scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, and other backward 
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classes, aiming to eradicate historical inequalities in the workforce. The judiciary system plays a pivotal 

role in interpreting and upholding labour laws within the constitutional framework. Over the years, various 

amendments and landmark judgments have further refined the relationship between the Indian 

Constitution and labour laws, striving to balance the interests of employers and workers. The Indian 

Constitution, shaped by the visionary leadership of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, serves as a guiding force for the 

formulation and evolution of labour laws. It not only envisions a just and egalitarian society but also 

provides a dynamic platform following the evolving needs of the labour force while safeguarding their 

rights and dignity. 

 

Dr.B.R. Ambedkar’s Vision for Labour Welfare 

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's vision for labour reforms represents profound commitment to social justice, 

economic equality, and the empowerment of marginalized sections of society. Ambedkar recognized the 

transformative potential of labour reforms in dismantling historical injustices. His vision went beyond the 

conventional understanding of labour laws, viewing them not just as legal frameworks but as instruments 

for social transformation. Ambedkar emphasized the need for fair wages, reasonable labour security, 

working conditions, and the right to organize and collectively bargain for workers. Dr.BR. Ambedkar 

encouragement for affirmative action measures in employment aimed to address historical 

discriminations, particularly for Dalits and other marginalized communities. Ambedkar's labour vision 

aligned with his broader mission of eradicating social hierarchies and fostering inclusive growth. Today, 

his legacy resonates in India's evolving labour landscape, inspiring ongoing efforts to create a more 

equitable and just work environment by combining legal frameworks with a commitment to social 

upliftment. 

 

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar and International Labour Standards 

Indian Constitution is protecting a leading figure in India's struggle for social justice, profoundly impacting 

labour reform and promoting international labour standards. Ambedkar's commitment to social equality 

extended to the realm of labour rights, where he recognized the need for comprehensive reforms to uplift 

the status of workers, particularly those from marginalized communities. He viewed labour reform not just 

as an economic necessity but as a moral imperative to address entrenched inequalities and ensure the 

dignity of all individuals engaged in labour. Ambedkar's advocacy for labour reform was deeply rooted in 

his understanding of the systemic injustices workers faced, especially those from lower castes and tribes. 

He emphasized the importance of fair wages, decent working conditions, and reasonable working hours 

as essential to a just society. Ambedkar believed that these reforms were crucial for improving workers' 

material well-being and affirming their dignity and enabling their full participation in society. Ambedkar 

recognized the significance of aligning Indian labour laws frame with international labour standards, as 

organizations like the International Labour Organization (ILO) advocated. He saw international labour 

standards as benchmarks for ensuring fairness and equity in treating workers worldwide. By advocating 

for incorporating these standards into Indian legislation, Ambedkar aimed to elevate the status of Indian 

labour on the global stage and foster a sense of solidarity with workers from other countries. Ambedkar's 

efforts to promote labour reform and international labour standards were part of his broader social justice 

and equality vision. He believed that economic empowerment and social upliftment were interlinked, and 

that meaningful progress could only be achieved by addressing economic and social inequalities. By 

championing labour rights and advocating for international standards, Ambedkar sought after to create a 
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more and inclusive society where everyone, regardless of their background, could enjoy the fruits of 

economic development and live with dignity. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's contributions to labour reform and 

promoting international labour standards were integral to his social justice and equality vision. His 

advocacy for fair labour practices and alignment with global standards underscored his commitment to 

uplifting the marginalized and ensuring the dignity of all individuals engaged in labour. Ambedkar's legacy 

inspires efforts towards labour rights and social justice in India and beyond. 

 

Labour Exploitation in the Era of Globalization and Neoliberalism 

The era Globalization and neoliberalism has significantly impacted workers worldwide. The era of 

Globalization and neoliberalism has increased economic growth and its impact on labour life and the 

exploitation of various workers. They created unemployment among unskilled labourers, low wages, 

labour rights violations, child labour, forced labour, gender disparities, supply chain exploitation, trade 

agreements, and impact on income inequality. The impact of Globalization and neoliberalism on workers 

varies across regions, disparities, and industries. In pursuit of cost efficiency, multinational corporations 

frequently outsource labour-intensive processes to countries with lower wages, resulting in inadequate pay 

and insufficient working conditions. Expanding informal employment sectors under these economic 

paradigms leaves many workers in precarious, low-paying jobs without social protections or job security. 

Economic inequality within countries is exacerbated as segments of the population benefit 

disproportionately from Globalization, while abundant workers see minimal improvement in their living 

standards. Reducing social safety nets and deindustrializing specific sectors contribute to job insecurity 

and economic vulnerability. Trade agreements further complicate the situation by potentially weakening 

worker protections. The movement of labour across borders, facilitated by economic Globalization, 

presents opportunities and risks, as migrant workers may face exploitation due to limited legal protections. 

The loss of local industries, including agriculture, adds to the challenges by fostering rural-to-urban 

migration and overcrowded cities with limited employment opportunities. The New era of marketing, 

liberalization, Globalization, and privatization has become a complicated challenge to rural India and 

mainly tribal area localized market system. The combined effects of Globalization and neoliberalism 

create a complex web of factors that contribute to labour exploitation and the deterioration of worker 

conditions globally. 

 

Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's Labour Reform, New Labour Code 2020 

The New Labour Code of 2020 heralds a transformative era for labour welfare in India, aligning legislative 

frameworks with a discriminating emphasis on worker well-being. The comprehensive nature of the code 

reflects a paradigm shift, stressing holistic employee welfare beyond conventional legalities. The reforms 

embedded in the code prioritize fair and humane treatment, addressing issues such as working hours, safety 

standards, and social security measures. This overhaul is more than just a legal mandate and a fair 

commitment to the principles of social justice and the vision of inclusive growth. Integrating provisions 

that foster a conducive work environment, prioritize occupational health, and ensure adequate 

compensation, the new code aspires to create a workplace beyond mere compliance, aiming for the overall 

welfare and dignity of the labour force. The code's intent is to safeguard workers' rights and foster an 

environment that recognizes their essential role in the nation's progress, thus embodying important step 

towards realizing the ideals of labour welfare envisioned in the evolving socio-economic landscape. 
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Conclusion  

 Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's visionary approach to labour reform stands as a beacon of empowerment for the 

workforce, emphasizing liberation and welfare. Labour development in India, characterized by his 

pioneering efforts in codifying laws and establishing equal rights for workers, remains pertinent today. 

His work laid the groundwork for progress bring gender equality and empowering women in India. Despite 

strides made, labourers still encounter discrimination, violence, and inequality. It is imperative to persist 

in realizing Dr. Ambedkar's vision by implementing and enforcing laws safeguarding labour rights and 

ensuring equal opportunities. His vision transcends borders and can serve as inspiration for global 

endeavours in advancing labour rights and gender equality. Dr. Ambedkar's enduring legacy continues to 

steer the ongoing struggle for labour rights and social justice. Supporting the rights and dignity of workers, 

he placed the foundation for a just and equitable society. Ambedkar recognized that true liberation could 

only be achieved when the workforce is empowered with fair wages, humane working conditions, and 

social justice. His support for labour reform not only addressed immediate concerns but also paved the 

way more inclusive and compassionate society. As we reflect on Dr. Ambedkar's legacy, it becomes clear 

that his principles continue to inspire and guide efforts towards creating a world where every individual 

can experience the fruits of genuine liberation and welfare. 
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